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Intrusion Signature Creation via Clustering Anomalies

Gilbert R. Hendry and Shanchieh J. Yang

Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY, USA

ABSTRACT

Current practices for combating cyber attacks typically use Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) to detect and block multi-

stage attacks. Because of the speed and impacts of new types of cyber attacks, current IDSs are limited in providing

accurate detection while reliably adapting to new attacks. In signature-based IDS systems, this limitation is made apparent

by the latency from day zero of an attack to the creation of an appropriate signature. This work hypothesizes that this

latency can be shortened by creating signatures via anomaly-based algorithms. A hybrid supervised and unsupervised

clustering algorithm is proposed for new signature creation. These new signatures created in real-time would take effect

immediately, ideally detecting new attacks. This work first investigates a modified density-based clustering algorithm as

an IDS, with its strengths and weaknesses identified. A signature creation algorithm leveraging the summarizing abilities

of clustering is investigated. Lessons learned from the supervised signature creation are then leveraged for the develop-

ment of unsupervised real-time signature classification. Automating signature creation and classification via clustering is

demonstrated as satisfactory but with limitations.

Keywords: intrusion detection, clustering, adaptive signatures

1. INTRODUCTION

Cyber security today is a problem growing more complex with increasing network sizes, amount of information, and

sophistication of attacker methods. One key component in network defense is the use of Intrusion Detection Systems

(IDSs). These systems analyze both host and network activity to detect the presence of occurring malicious activity.

The methods that IDSs employ can typically be grouped into two categories: signature-based and anomaly-based

systems. Signature-based analyzers compare events against predefined models looking for either specific kinds of events

or specific patterns of events. This method typically requires one or more experts defining and constantly updating the

signatures. Anomaly-based analyzers attempt to identify unusual events or unusual patterns of events assuming that cyber

attacks produce rare or different effects that appear in network or host data. Anomaly detection is focused on attempting

to catch new attacks as well as old ones, but it often comes with the cost of being less accurate because of unusual but

legitimate user behavior or varying amounts of malicious activity. Compared to signature-based systems, anomaly-based

algorithms often require less or no a priori knowledge specific to the attacks, and thus may adapt to new attack methods.

This work proposes to utilize an anomaly-based algorithm for dynamic signature creation which is updated as new activities

are observed.

Signature-based intrusion detection is the predominant method in commercially available IDS systems. 1–3 In a signature-

based system, activity is compared to a variety of specific models that are historically labeled as malicious. A signature-

based IDS will most often have a very high detection rate of known malicious activity due to the precision of the models

and the predictability of many attacks. However, because of the precision of signatures which allows them to be highly

accurate, new attacks can often go undetected due to the time and resources necessary for an analyst to update the signa-

ture database. Because cyber attacks can change drastically in short periods of time, signature databases must be updated

by analysts frequently. Also, signature-based IDSs can have varying degrees of sensitivity which may produce varying

amounts of false positives.4

Anomaly-based detection schemes aim at finding attacks based on their relative differences to normal activity, and

typically use statistical profiling, clustering, or other machine learning techniques. An anomaly-based system may be

referred to as supervised if it requires that training data be labeled as malicious versus normal. Many existing clustering

algorithms5–10 are unsupervised methods that attempt to group data based on similarity measures determined over a high

dimensionality without ground truth labels. The idea is to isolate interesting groups of data possibly in subspaces not

obvious to an analyst. Clustering, one class of anomaly-based systems, aims at capturing new and evolving attacks as

quickly as possible by forming groups of activity based on the relative differences between normal and malicious data.
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Clustering algorithms used offline are not reliant on a priori knowledge, and can usually summarize many high-dimensional

data points; these attributes make clustering an attractive choice in the intrusion detection community.

Some existing systems attempt to combine the advantages of both anomaly-based and signature-based systems. One

approach is to use a supervised anomaly-based system to create signatures that are later used for detection. 11–13 Some sys-

tems propose combining separate processes of signature- and anomaly-based methods to decrease false positive rates. 14, 15

When trained correctly, these systems can be very accurate. These works do not provide, however, schemes for updating

signatures automatically. Other systems propose using artificial intelligence and other machine learning techniques to adapt

an intrusion detection model.16–18 Though these systems are adaptive, not all of them demonstrated their accuracy with a

range of heterogeneous dynamic activity.

To take advantage of both signature- and anomaly-based intrusion detection, this work proposes using reliable signa-

tures created from a supervised clustering algorithm, while updating them in real-time based on the results of unsupervised

clustering. Signatures must be updated in a way that retains the signatures’ useful information, while adapting to changing

attack methods. Specifically, we will adopt a simple density-based clustering algorithm, called Simple Logfile Clustering

Tool.19 The choice of the algorithm is due to its simplicity, as opposed to full-fledged machine learning, in an attempt to

create a real-time signature creation and update algorithm. The proposed work is different from existing methods in that it

retains the integrity of proven signature-based methods while attempting to automatically adapt to new attack methods in

real time and thus reducing the latency between attack occurrence and signature creation.

2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed system. The individual components will be discussed in the

following subsections, starting with the baseline algorithm - SLCT. 19

Figure 1. System Diagram

2.1 The SLCT Algorithm

The Simple Logfile Clustering Tool (SLCT) is an implementation of a density-based clustering algorithm proposed by

Vaarandi intended to be used as an offline data-mining tool. 19 We will refer to the algorithm itself as the name SLCT, and

the following is a description of how it works. Let a data point be a single log file entry and its attributes are the words

contained in it. The following definitions are made. The data space has a dimensionality of n, where n is the maximum

number of attributes in a data point, and each attribute belongs to a field, f i. We call Λ the set of all possible fields in

the data, or, Λ = {f1, ..., fn}. In preliminary experiments, it was determined that not all fields in Λ are necessarily useful

for SLCT’s operation. Therefore, we call Λ ′ the subset of Λ that was selected by the user that defines the fields which

attributes may be used to define a region S. A region S is a subset of the data space, where certain attributes i 1,...,ik (1 ≤ k
≤ n) of all points that belong to S have identical values v1,...,vk: We call the set (v1,i1),...,(vk,ik) the set of fixed attributes

of region S. If k=1 (i.e., there is just one fixed attribute), the region is called a 1-region. A dense region is a region that

contains at least N points (defined as a percentage of the total log lines), where N is the support threshold value given by

the user. A region, i.e., a set of fixed attributes, is referred to as a cluster candidate if it contains at least one dense 1-region.

The SLCT algorithm consists of three steps: building a data summary, defining cluster candidates, and refining clusters.

The first step identifies dense 1-regions, which are essentially words that occur in at least N percent of lines (the position
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in the log file line is also considered). The number of times a [word, position] pair is found in a log line is known as the

support value.

The next step, which is concerned with defining cluster candidates, iterates over each line checking for dense 1-regions.

If a data point contains one or more of the identified frequent words, a cluster candidate is formed or the existing cluster

candidate’s support value is incremented. In this way, each log line is assigned to exactly one cluster candidate. Let σ
represent the set of these candidates.

The third step, which refines cluster candidates into valid clusters, involves simply iterating over the cluster candidates

to check their support value. If the support value, as a percent of total activity, is less than the user-defined support

threshold N , then it is not considered a cluster. Vaarandi also proposes an iterative solution to fine tuning the support

threshold. Clustering results may heavily depend on the threshold N , and therefore will be chosen based on extensive

experimentation. Further details of the SLCT algorithm can be found in the orignal work. 19

2.2 Using SLCT to Separate Malicious from Legitimate Activity

Intuitively, cyber attacks are assumed to be anomalous. This assumption is made by many related works mentioned in

Section 1, and leads to the conclusion that any activity belonging to valid clusters created by SLCT must be normal

activity. Any data that does not belong to any cluster must therefore be malicious activity. This method is refered to as

SLCT norm.

Alternatively, clusters created by SLCT may be regarded as malicious activity. At first glance, this may seem counter-

intuitive, but there are reasons for its justification. Normal activity is often harder to describe than malicious activity. One

potential reason for this is that there are significantly more types of normal activity performed by an average host or network

than there are types of known malicious activities that are effective. Cyber attacks are also often automated, making the

activity observed very predictable. This automation, which can make an attack more effective and more destructive,

can therefore be used to our advantage. Indeed, a signature-based IDS system is built on the concept of detecting the

recognizable pattern of malicious activity. If SLCT is concerned with grouping together similar data, then it follows that

malicious activity will most certainly form a cluster if the activity forms a significant enough part of the observed data.

This phenomenon is indeed observed from the KDD data set, and will be discussed further in Section 3.

One clear problem with this method is that not only malicious but also normal activity will form clusters. However,

if we assume that a cluster contains either mostly malicious or mostly normal activity, the problem then simplifies to

differentiating between clusters. This assumption will later be verified, justifying our simplification of the problem. One

characteristic of a cluster is that the number of fixed attributes in a cluster describes how similar the data in the cluster is:

a higher number of fixed attributes indicates a higher degree of similarity. Given the automated, and therefore patterned

nature of malicious activity, we assert that clusters formed from malicious activity often contain more fixed attributes than

clusters formed from normal activity. If this is the case, then separating malicious clusters from normal clusters becomes a

problem of separating clusters with more fixed attributes from the ones with less.

For this purpose, a new user parameter, M , is introduced to SLCT which specifies the percent of fixed attributes out

of the maximum possible that a valid cluster is required to have. An M value of 0 will allow a cluster to be formed

regardless of the number of fixed attributes. Setting M to a higher value will ideally eliminate all normal clusters leaving

only the malicious ones, and thus classifying the original data. We will refer to this method using the M parameter as

SLCT attack. The only differences between SLCT norm and SLCT attack are additional contraints on valid clusters as

well as the interpretation of the members of clusters.

Using SLCT in these two different methods should provide insight into the usefulness of a simple density-based clus-

tering algorithm as an Intrusion Detection System. Because a density-based clustering algorithm simply classifies data

based on relative differences, it may also be useful for creating IDS signatures from a labeled data set. In other words,

if the classification of data has already been performed, SLCT may be useful in summarizing the characteristics of both

normal and malicious activity, instead of trying to distinguish between the two.

2.3 Signature Analysis and Signature Creation

Signature-based Intrusion Detection Systems make use of misuse models, or attack signatures instead of a relative ap-

proach. They rely on a set of signatures that attempt to describe every known cyber attack that could be carried out. We

propose a signature creation algorithm based on an iterative application of SLCT to a labeled training set, found in Figure
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2. For a labeled training set, the user parameter N is found iteratively to maximize percent clustered, and the field selection

Λ′ is determined to minimize false positives during validation. For our purposes, a signature is similar to a cluster in that

it contains a number of [value,position] attributes that describes activity. Activity matches a signature when all of the

attributes in the signature match the corresponding values in the fields indicated by the positions in the signature. Other

methods of matching signatures to activity can be investigated in future work.

FOR EACH(oneTypeOfData IN trainingData)

Λ′ = initial selection

WHILE (data is not validated OR FalsePos ≥ FPthreshold)

N = Ninitial

WHILE (90% is not clustered)

N = N/2
sigs = SLCT(oneTypeOfData, N)

END WHILE

FalsePos = validate(sigs, trainingData)

signatureSet += sigs

Λ′ = next field selection

END WHILE

END FOR

return signatureSet

Figure 2. Signature Creation Algorithm

2.4 Adaptive Signatures

Signatures used in a commercial IDS must be constantly updated to reflect changes in attacker methods. This process is

often performed by an analyst, with the latency commonly on the order of days, or a week. 20 Extending the algorithm shown

in Figure 2, we attempt to incorporate attack information into the signatures immediately after the attack has occurred by

using clustering. Unlike some algorithms which attempt to use clustering as an anomaly-based sensor, we propose to use

its summarizing abilities like those demonstrated in the signature creation algorithm. In order to take advantage of density-

based clustering, we utilize our previous assertion that clusters contain either mostly malicious or mostly normal activity.

We also assume that there is a working set of signatures that must be updated to reflect a new type of activity present in the

data.

New data enters the system in chunks, or windows. The size of this window can be important, which we will refer to as

ψ. This could be achieved in a real system by periodically polling at a set rate in time. Each window is first clustered. The

supports for new and existing words and cluster candidates are updated to form new or modified clusters. These clusters

become the new set of signatures, which are then used to analyze the same window. This process can be found in Figure 3.

A set of challenges arise when considering this process.

signatures = createSignatures(trainingdata) //see Figure 2

clusters = SLCT(trainingdata)

FOR EACH (window)

newClusters = SLCT RT(window, clusters, attributes)

signatures += classify(newClusters, attributes) //see Figure 4

maliciousActivity = signatureAnalysis(window, signatures)

clusters += diff(clusters, newClusters)

END FOR

Figure 3. Signature Update Process

First, clustering is by nature a post-processing, or data-mining application. For our purposes, we must adapt SLCT to

real-time use while retaining a low computational complexity. We achieve this by introducing smoothing constants, α and
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β, to both the words’ support and cluster candidates’ support, respectively. In a window, the new support for a word and

cluster candidate become:

sw = swα + s′w(1 − α) (1)

sc = scβ + s′c(1 − β) (2)

where sw and sc are the current supports, and s ′

w and s′c are the new supports calculated from the new window. In this way

we can continuously cluster incoming cyber data without having to process the entire history of data, and we refer to this

modification of the algorithm as SLCT RT (real time).

Another problem with real time signature creation and adaptation is the classification of new signatures. After a

window of data has been clustered, the set of fixed attributes for each cluster makes up the set of signatures. Many of

these signatures will already have a label from the training phase. Any signature that has not been previously discovered is

classified in the following way. Each word, or 1-region, in the dictionary has what is called an attack support. This value

corresponds to the amount of data out of the total whose signature has contained the particular word and has already been

classified as an attack. For instance, if the data is:

Red, blue, green : attack

yellow, blue, white : normal

red, grey, red : attack

purple, blue, black: attack

then the attribute (Blue, 2) would have an attack support of 0.667 because two of three pieces of data that contained the

attribute were labeled as attacks. A classification for an unknown signature can therefore be given by taking the average

of the attack supports for the signature. If this average is greater than a specified confidence, then the signature is for a

new attack, else, it is normal. The nominal value of this confidence is of course 0.5, though a higher value may be used to

possibly reduce false positives. Given a cluster that is yet unclassified, this process can be found in Figure 4.

newSignature = Φ
FOR (a ∈ Φ.attributes)

sum = sum + a.attackSupport
END FOR

IF( sum/Φ.attributes.Count ≥ confidence )

newSignature.status = newattack
ELSE newSignature.status = normal

Figure 4. Signature Classification Algorithm

This method of classifying new signatures is contingent upon the assertion that attributes in the data are indicative of the

status of the data. In other words, the process relies on an attribute occurring in mostly malicious or mostly normal activity.

For our purposes, we will use ground truth to train the attributes’ attack supports, and maintain those values throughout

real time execution. The update of those attack supports could be done by an analyst or automatically based on the new

signatures created.

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP

3.1 The KDD Data Set

The KDD data set21 is a set of ‘connection’ records formed from low level data on MIT’s DARPA virtual network. These

connection records, numbering about five million, are labeled as either being normal or one of 21 different types of attacks

from the following four categories: Denial of Service (DOS), Remote to Local (R2L), User to Root (U2R), and Surveil-

lance. The KDD data set contains 41 fields partitioned into three categories: TCP (0-8), content (9-21), and traffic data

(22-40). Traffic data is computed over 2 second windows. Also, besides being conveniently labeled for use in ground truth

comparison, the KDD data set is widely used in intrusion detection studies.
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3.2 Test Data Modifications

In order to properly test the proposed work described above, modifications were made to the KDD data. The modifications

retain the characteristics of the data, such as the relative amounts of different types of attacks. The new data sets include

those that contain different amounts of malicious activity, those intended for training and testing, and data sets that attempt

to emulate zero-day attacks. A 10% subset of the KDD is also available which contains similar content as the original.

Because the 10% subset requires much less resources than the full data set and is still representative of the content of the

original, it will be used for our testing purposes. For the remainder of this paper, any reference to the KDD data set will

refer to the 10% subset just mentioned.

Many of the IDS systems and proposed algorithms discussed above gauge their performance on the KDD data set.

None, however, present their results in terms of varying amounts of malicious activity. Very few mention the introduction

of new kinds of attacks into the data. For IDS studies, these should be important characteristics of a proper test data set.

The KDD data set was modified to reflect varying amounts and types of malicious activity. To test our proposed work

on a range of malicious volume, data sets were constructed with 0, 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 80 percent attacks by iteratively

removing every other attack line until the desired amount of malicious activity was reached. This preserved the relative

amounts of different kinds of attacks existing in the original set, which is essential to testing algorithms such as density-

based clustering that are concerned with the relative amounts of data in the set.

To test parts of the proposed work, such as signature creation, data sets for training, validation, and testing were needed.

A method similar to Clare’s work22 was used to randomly select trainig, validation, and testing sets. The size of the training

set needed for the Signature Creation algorithm in Figure 2 is determined experimentally.

The third set derived from the KDD set was an attempt to allow the system to examine zero-day attacks. A data set

was needed to introduce attacks that have not yet been processed by the system to determine its ability to adapt to new

kinds of attacks. This was done in the following way. If there are T attack types, let Ω be the set of all attack types {t 1,

t2, . . . , tT }, where ti is the ith type. A subset of these attacks, Ω′, is selected from Ω to represent the attacks that would

‘enter’ the system. Let Ω′ be equal to {j1, j2, . . . , jL}, and L be the number of attack types in Ω ′. Each instance of every

attack type in Ω was removed from the original KDD data set, leaving only the normal lines. This new set with attack

lines removed was divided into L+1 subsets. Let ∆ = {δ0, δ1, . . . δL}, where δi is the ith of these subsets. Attack types

from Ω′ were added incrementally to each successive subset, starting with δ1. Therefore, δ1 contains only attack type j1.

The subset δ2 contains attack types j1 and j2, and so on. The attack types found in Ω but not Ω ′ are added to δ0, which

is used for training SLCT and forming a baseline of signatures. Note that the relative amounts of the attacks found in the

original set were preserved in each subset. This process was repeated for different selections of Ω ′. Recall that there are

four categories of attacks. Each of these categories was designated seperately as Ω ′, as well as a mix of attack types from

different categories. We call the dynamic sets with different selections of Ω ′ as KDD dynamic DoS, KDD dynamic R2L,

KDD dynamic U2R, KDD dynamic surv, and KDD dynamic mix.

Malicious content, training and testing, and dynamic attack modifications to the KDD were used to test the three design

components described in Section 2.

3.3 Real-Time Emulator

In order to approximate a real-time flow of data, further modifications to the method that reads in data was incorporated

to adjust for the amount of data produced by a single attack. We previously defined a window as representing the data

collected in a set amount of time. Therefore, some types of attacks which produce a large amount of data points could

skew a large number of windows. To correct for this, the method that reads in the data was modified so that the window size

only applies to normal lines. This confines consecutive attack lines completely to one window. It could be argued that this

method is both realistic and unrealistic, depending on the interpretation of one window, and how this approximation relates

to a real-world scenario. If the system polled every one second, for instance, this would be an unrealistic approximation

because it is unlikely that an entire attack would occur within this time frame.

In addition, to emulate varying amounts of activity, the size of each window is randomly chosen which centers around

the mean window size ψ, specified by the user. Both randomly choosing a window size and making attacks atomic within

one window make up the component we will refer to as the Real-Time Emulator. Applying a varying window size to only

normal lines attempts to describe the process of collecting data from a set amount of time. Though this process may not be

entirely accurate, it is an approximation that must be made given the unavailability of a suitable data set.
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3.4 Performance Metrics

An essential part of performing an experiment is determining the measure of success and failure, and how the outcome can

be used for other purposes. The two most common and useful metrics for intrusion detection are detection rate and false

positive rate. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves may be generated to summarize the sensitivity of the system

to user parameters. ROC curves are commonly used to show the performance of binary classifiers by showing detection

rate versus false positive rate for different input parameter configurations. Though detection rate and false positive rate are

the most commonly reported metrics for an IDS, other metrics may be used to provide insight into the system rather than

reporting performance.

ClusterIntegrity = χ =

C∑

i=0

|ai − ni|

C
(3)

TotalClusterIntegrity = κ =

C∑

i=0

|ai − ni|

C
× ρ (4)

where ai is the percentage of attack lines in cluster i, ni is the percentage of normal lines in cluster i, C is the number

of clusters, and ρ is the percentage of total lines clustered. Using Cluster Integrity (χ) allows us to verify our previous

assertion that clusters contain mostly malicious or mostly normal activity, and not a mix of the two. Total Cluster Integrity

(κ) allows us to assess the clustering algorithm’s ability to summarize the most amount of data while seperating malicious

activity from normal activity.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Clustering-based IDS

SLCT norm was first tested as an IDS to classify each data set containing different amounts of malicious activity. A large

range of user parameters, N , M , and Λ ′ is used to determine the configuration that yields the best detection rate and false

positive rate. In general, SLCT norm exhibits a wide range of performance in terms of detection rate and false positive

rate across the different data sets. The algorithm was reliant on the parameters N and field selection, as well as the amount

of malicious activity observed. Figure 5(a) shows SLCT norm’s performance when N=2% and field selection is first four,

which yielded typical results of most other configurations. The detection rate varies considerably across different amounts

of malicious activity. Despite the sensitivity to malicious content, Figure 5(a) also shows that cluster integrity is very high

regardless of the relative content of the data. This indicats that SLCT performs very well at seperating malicious and normal

activity into seperate clusters, which will be illustrated later in this section. In any case, SLCT norm was very sensitive to

its parameters, making it a poor overall IDS itself. And, although Figure 5(a) shows only one parameter configuration, the

results shown were typical of most other configurations used.

SLCT attack, the complementary approach, uses another user parameter, M , to place a threshold on the number of

fixed attributes required for a valid cluster. A parameter configuration was chosen, namely N=0.1 and Λ ′=first half, which

corresponded to a high percent clustered as well as a larger number of attributes. This configuration will help to better

illustrate the effect of the parameter M . Figure 5(b) shows the performance achieved when applying M . It shows that the

detection rate is high and the false positive rate is low regardless of the malicious activity present in the data. This is the

best configuration we have found for SLCT as a clustering-based IDS. Considering the high detection rate and the relatively

low false positive rate of current signature-based systems, however, this is not sufficient performance. The false positive

rate is much too high to be of any real use, and the detect rate is probably not indicative of how many kinds of attacks were

correctly labeled. However, Figure 5(b) does support our assertion that malicicous clusters often contain more attributes

than normal ones because the M parameter was in fact able to distinguish between malicious and normal clusters.

Though SLCT may not be well suited as a stand-alone IDS, it can be used for other purposes. As briefly mentioned

before and displayed in Figure 5(a), the Cluster Integrity (χ) was high regardless of the amount of malicious activity present

in the data. This affirms our assertions that clusters contain either mostly malicious or mostly normal activity. Eventually,
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Figure 5. Performance Across Varying Malicious Content

we are interested in SLCT’s ability to summarize data. In other words, it must be able to cluster as much data as possible

while still maintaining χ. This we defined as Total Integrity (κ). It was experimentally determined that a N value of 2%

yields fairly good results for integrity and number of clusters. We can now determine the field selection that yields the

best κ. Figure 6 shows the Total Integrity for different field selections for N = 2%. The error bars show one standard

deviation of the Cluster Integrity for each cluster created, weighted by percent clustered, or ρ. A high standard deviation

would mean that some clusters had high Integrity, while others were much lower than the mean. It is clear that first four is

a good selection having the highest average and a low standard deviation. The field selection first four is also convenient

because it contains only four fields which is less computationally expensive.

Figure 6. Total Cluster Integrity by Λ
′ Selection

4.2 Signature Analysis and Signature Creation

The second experiment aims at finding acceptable conditions for signature creation using SLCT with regard to the size of

the training and testing sets used. The Signature Creation algorithm is run on different sizes of training sets which produce

sets of signatures. We can measure the success of this endeavor by looking at the detection rate of the attack signatures when

the Signature Analysis method is run on the test data. Recall that the Signature Creation algorithm purposefully attempted

to reduce false positives using the validation set, so these are not expected to be significant. Overall, the detection rate was

around 99%, and the false positive rate much less than 1%. However, this is largely due to the flood of DoS-type attacks

present in the data. For example, instances of ‘neptune’ and ‘smurf ’ make up 95% of the malicious activity in the KDD set.

Because of this large variance in the amounts of different attack types, it is more beneficial if we look at the performance

for each attack type’s signatures individually. Figure 7 shows the detect rates for each attack type for different sizes of

training sets.
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Figure 7. Signature Detect Rates

In general, there was some success demonstrated for various types of attacks, and certain cases are more interesting

than others. The first case to consider is the DoS and Surveillance attack types. These include ‘back’, ‘ipsweep’, ‘land’,

‘neptune’, ‘nmap’, ‘pod’, ‘portsweep’, ‘satan’, ‘smurf ’, and ‘teardrop’. These attacks are by nature very predictable, and

therefore created very successful signatures.

Another case are the attack types that had 0% detect rates. These include ‘ftp write’, ‘multihop’, ‘perl’, ‘phf ’, ‘rootkit’,

‘spy’, and ‘warezmaster’. Some of the training sets contained no lines for some of the attacks, and therefore did not yield

any signatures. In some cases, because of the small amounts of some of these attacks in the original data set, the relative

amounts were not preserved in the random selection of the training subsets. This made it difficult to determine the effect

of training set size on signature performance. Other types, such as ‘warezmaster’, are made up of activity that is too

heterogeneous to be properly summarized by SLCT, and therefore difficult to create signatures for.

Finally, there were cases which did not seem to exhibit a direct relationship between detect rate and training set size,

including ‘warezclient’ and ‘imap’. This phenomenon is probably related to the iterative nature of the Signature Creation

algorithm as well as the randomly selected training and validation sets. Because the algorithm iterates over different values

of Λ′ until a low enough false positive is reached, signatures could use completely different fields from one training set to

another. This simple fact alone could create the unpredictable differences in detect rate we see for these attack types.

It is clear that the Signature Creation algorithm proposed can create signatures with some success, but needs modifica-

tion. A process which is able to more finely select better signatures would be superior to the one implemented. Clustering

may not be the best way to achieve this despite its ability to summarize multidimensional data sets.

4.3 Adaptive Signatures

The goal of this section is to demonstrate the ability of SLCT to classify new signatures in a changing data set. To do

this, we use the dynamic sets described earlier. Recall that Ω ′ describes the set of attacks that enter the data as emulated

zero-day attacks, where the different selections were split into the categories: DoS, R2L, U2R, surveillance, and a mix. For

each dynamic set, the first subset is used to create a base of signatures, as well as to train SLCT RT. The training phase is

also used to collect attributes’ attack supports based on the ground truth in the training set. This process is only done once

for each data set, though it could be a real time process based on the classifications given to new activity based on the set

of signatures. SLCT RT as well as the signature classification and anaylsis methods were run on each of these dynamic

data sets to determine if the attack types modeled as zero-day attacks could be detected in real time.

SLCT RT has three more user parameters α, β, and ψ. These were determined through experiment, and can be seen

below in Table 1. Table 2 shows the average detection rate and false positive rate for each of the Ω ′ selections. For three

of the four main categories of attack types, a detection rate of 70 to 80% was achieved. Considering that these attacks are

being detected on the fly, this is considered relatively good performance. To provide more detailed insight into the system’s

performance, Figure 8 shows the detection rate of each attack type within the different data sets.

One feature to note is the difference between the DoS results and the rest of the results. Both detection rate and false

positive rate are significantly lower for DoS than for the other Ω ′ selections. It was determined that this was caused by the

signatures created for the DoS activity being mislabeled as normal. One explanation for this, is that the signatures created
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Parameter Value

N 2%

Λ
′ first four

α 0.2

β 0.2

ψ 100 lines

Table 1. SLCT RT Parameter Values

Data Set Detect Rate False Positive Rate

KDD dynamic DoS 29.65 0.47

KDD dynamic R2L 72.72 7.54

KDD dynamic U2R 71.43 8.16

KDD dynamic surv 80.82 5.97

KDD dynamic mix 39.35 7.28

Table 2. Average Performance for Final System

Figure 8. Detection Rate by Attack Type

for DoS attacks are too similar to normal activity in the first four fields to be classified as attack signatures. For example,

the signature for ‘smurf ’ can be easily determined by looking at the raw KDD data. Using the [word, position] format for

attributes, this signature can be written as follows.

(0, 0) (icmp, 1) (ecr i, 2) (SF, 3)

We also know from raw data inspection that the attributes (0, 0) and (SF, 3) are common in both malicious and normal

activity. The success of this signature’s classification therefore depends on the relative amounts of malicious and normal

activity in the training set: more malicious activity will give these attributes higher attack supports. Recall that all attack

lines that did not belong to the Ω′ selection in the dynamic data sets were placed in the training subset, δ0. Therefore,

we know that the data set KDD dynamic DoS contains much less malicious activity in its δ 0 set than the other dynamic

sets. This is because there is much more DoS activity than the other types of attacks in the original KDD data. We can

therefore conclude that one possible cause for the low detection rate of DoS attacks is the low attack support in the training

set for common attributes such as (0, 0) and (SF, 3). Conversely, the same principle can be applied to explain the high false

positive rates in the other selections of Ω′ due to the large amount of DoS activity in the training sets.

The results obtained were similar to those collected in related works. Bojanic’s work 16 reported an average of 66.6%

detection rate for unknown attacks, though on a much smaller scale than our own. The results we obtained can be consid-

ered fairly good. The classification has obvious flaws, but shows promise because a good number of attack types were more

or less successfully detected. The false positive rate for many of the attack categories was too high, though maybe more

analysis could be performed to reduce this. Though the New Signature Classification algorithm did have some success

in detecting new attacks, it is apparent that performance is reliant on the content of the training set, δ 0. This means that

attributes’ attack supports in only the first four fields can not reliably classify all new signatures.

5. CONCLUSION

Clustering algorithms have been used in a wide range of experiments spanning many areas of computing. The main

contribution of this work was to investigate the use of SLCT, a density-based clustering algorithm, as it can be applied to

Intrusion Detection. One conclusion we drew was that density-based clustering does have the ability of summarizing a
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fairly large high-dimensional data set. It was also shown that clustering can effectively seperate malicious from normal

activity in the KDD data set into different clusters both offline and in real time. These characteristics show promise for

clustering as a tool that can create adaptive signatures as attacks are occurring.

Weaknesses were shown mainly when SLCT was responsible for identifying which clusters exactly were malicious.

This was true for both offline and real time analysis. The process was, however, able to detect on the fly 70 to 80% of most

types of attacks with no a priori knowledge of those attacks. This could be very useful in creating signatures that are used

in the short term to block potential malicious activity until more reliable but time consuming methods can be applied.

The methods proposed may also be of use in other domains besides intrusion detection. Identifying and classifying

a new group of data which may have similar but not identical characteristics to historical data could be applied to any

real-time binary classifier or data collection and summarization method. The concepts proposed in this work are entirely

experimental. Rigorous experimentation and fine-tuning would be necessary for systems similar to the ones proposed to be

implemented in real system. The idea of attempting to classify a new signature shows promise, which could be augmented

with the items addressed in the next section.

Areas for possible future work were identified throughout the experimentation. Other clustering algorithms, partic-

ularly distance-based ones, may provide other insights into clustering’s uses for signature creation and adaptation. This

would be an easily performed extension of the work, replacing SLCT and it’s definitions of clusters and signatures with

another algorithm that used a cluster centroid-based approach. We also saw that attributes alone were not wholly indicative

of a siganture’s status. The relationships between attributes, such as temporal ones, may provide further insight into a

signature’s classification.

The modifications made to the KDD data set were intended to produce data more representative of real network data

characteristics. Having a data set or actual implementation made for testing varying amounts of malicious activity and

detecting zero-day attacks would provide more accurate insight into the benefits of clustering in intrusion detection.
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